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TOP
TIPS for parents on learn to swim

8

1. Time in the water

3. Reinforce the skills

Just like learning to walk or to crawl, learning to
swim is a loco motor skill that requires lots of time
and practice to achieve. A child having just one
half hour lesson each week for 52 weeks of the
year will only accrue 26 hours of swim lesson time
over a year. The more time children spend in the
water the quicker they will learn to swim.

Not just with swimming, but any locomotor
skill needs to be practiced over and over to be
remembered. This can seem monotonous and
sometimes children might say they don’t want to
learn to swim anymore. Feel confident that they
are only being asked to persevere for such a small
amount of time. Learning to stick with something
rather than giving up too easily is a very healthy
life lesson.

2. Not negotiable
Learning to swim is like wearing a seat belt or a
bike helmet. Until you can swim it’s simply not
negotiable. Children don’t have the maturity
to understand they are at risk around water.
Provided parents are comfortable with the
teaching methods used at their swim school and
the children are treated with respect, then they
need to have the courage of their conviction that
learning to swim is an important priority.

4. How much skill is enough?
Having the ability to swim around a backyard pool
doesn’t necessarily mean a child is strong enough
to cope in an unfamiliar or stressful situation.
Swimming ability can deteriorate rapidly under
stress, the more skilled the child in the first place
the greater the chances of survival.
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7. Play

continued
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5. Comfort and security
matters

It’s really hard for kids to concentrate and learn
if they feel anxious, frightened or uncomfortable.
Do all you can to ensure children feel secure and
comfortable enough for easy learning to take place.

6. Be supportive
Learning to swim is not so easy for most people.
Children will be more likely to persevere and
become more confident if those around them
encourage and support their efforts.

Don’t underestimate the value of play in developing
water confidence and a feel for the water. Playing
in water will help children understand buoyancy
and how to move effortlessly through the water.

8. Be patient
If there is a last word on swimming then it has to
be to encourage parents to exercise patience! If
children only swim once each week it’s going to
feel like a very long time before they can swim. In
the long run the total time spent at swim lessons
is probably less than just one week of a child’s life.
Parents need to relax, enjoy the experience and
know that they are doing something very, very
good (and healthy) for their child.
Written by Barbara Nolan The Swim TIPS Issue 18 © Swim Australia
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Implement

LAYERS OF PROTECTION
with the SwimSAFER 365 days message

No measure can ever guarantee that children are safe in, on and around water. It is only human for adults
to sometimes lapse in their supervision of children in the home or while out and about. Children can and do
find ways over fences, and even those who have had swimming lessons can still drown. For this reason the
SwimSAFER message promotes the application of various layers to protect children from drowning - if one
layer ‘fails’ then there is another behind it that may save their life.

ALWAYS SUPERVISE

Correct Supervision entails:
Constant visual contact

EFFECTIVE BARRIERS

Being within arm’s reach of a non-swimmer
and under 5’s

SWIMMING LESSONS

Not being distracted by anything eg. ringing
phones and doorbells
Being ready to respond quickly

EMERGENCY PLANNING
Learning to swim and water safety skills include:
Water familiarisation, where small children
explore and become comfortable in water
environments, developing a respect for the
water.
Gaining confidence through various water
activities which include and lead into
“safe entries and exits *breath control
*submersions *floating *propulsion with arms
and legs *turning and *backfloating
Developing the ‘strokes’ so that your child
can efficiently cover much greater distances.
The whole ‘learn to swim’ experience should
be positive; free from fear of force, with a
focus of skill acquisition and safety around
aquatic environments.
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Key points to maximise Effective Barriers:
The pool must be fully isolated from the house
by a four-sides complying fence.
Self-closing and self-latching gates are used.
The fence and gate are checked regularly to
ensure they are in good working order.
Emergency Planning and being Prepared involves:
Having an Emergency Action Plan
Learning CPR and First Aid
If a child is missing, check the pool and other
water hazards first. Seconds count!
Have a phone poolside for emergency use only.
In the case of an emergency, dial 000 … or 112
from mobile phones.

All the layers of protection need to be employed at the
one time to ensure optimal water safety.

PERSONAL
TIPS
Ear Infections
and Grommets
Dr Ludmilla Rosengren

When the first middle ear infection comes
before the age of 18 months there is a risk
that the child might become an “ear child”
and experience repeated ear infections. The
symptoms of a middle ear infection are not
necessarily obvious, but often the child has an
ear ache in conjunction with a cold, occasionally
there is a fever. Bacteria migrate up internally
via the Eustachian tube to the middle ear in
conjunction with a throat infection and, once
there, cause an ear infection. You do not get a
middle ear infection from having water in your
ear!
When the child has an ear infection they should
stay at home and rest. When the child is better
after treatment it is ok to swim. After an ear
infection there may be some hearing reduction.

This probably means that there is some liquid
still in the middle ear. Sometimes a little tube
(or grommet) is operated into the eardrum so
the liquid can find its way out. You can swim
even if the child has a tube in its ear. The more
difficult question is can you dive 1.? There is
much evidence that it is all right considering the
shallow dives done at baby swim.
If your child has a tube in its ear you should not
use ear plugs when swimming. Studies show
that the risk for infection increases with the use
of plugs 2.
Auditory canal eczema 3. is caused by a fungus
and it is very unusual among little children but can
be found, for example, among pool attendants
who constantly work in a damp environment.
The condition can be treated with ear drops.
1.

British Medical Journal, Jan 25, 1992, contains a summary
of several articles which deal with the subject.

2.

Water precautions in children with tympanostomy tubes,
J.A. Salata; C.S> Derkay, Arch Otolarygol Head Neck Surg,
Mar 1996; 122:276 -280.

3.

Otitis Externa. Also called swimmers ear.

Reprinted with kind permission from ‘Baby Swim’,
2001 Dr Ludmilla Rosengren MD, Sweden.

INFANT
TIPS
Try to make the first experience at the pool a
happy one that the child will want to repeat and
begin looking forward to.
Choose an optimal time of day, not one when the
child is likely to be tired or hungry.
Don’t rush while you establish a new routine. For
your first few lessons, just think of the pool as a
“big bath”, and let the child simply play in the pool
and get used to the seemingly vast expanses of
water around them.
On your first trip to the pool, allow your child
plenty of time to get accustomed to the sights,
sounds and smells of this new and strange
environment.
Remember the child is experiencing a novel and
very different location, situation and routine.
Observation helps to acclimatise a child, so talk

Baby’s first trip to the
pool is the start of a
very exciting journal
for both parent and
child...
them through the different areas of the pool. Show
them the water, toys and the changing room. Tell
them what a good time you both are going to have,
and how you are going to play together in the pool
just like you do in the bath.
Don’t pour or trickle any water on your child’s face
during this initial trip. This is purely a chance for your
baby to gain familiarity with the pool and to enjoy the
water.
This is a great day for observing and bonding with
your baby, and it is therefore vital that you take
it slowly and calmly so that he or she leaves on a
positive note and does not have any worries about
their next trip to the pool.
Reprinted from “Learn to Swim” Rob & Kathy McKay

John said he was delighted to have Laurie Lawrence
from Kids Alive as a partner and ambassador of
Learn2Swim Week again.
“It’s up to parents to make sure their child learns
water safety skills and Learn2Swim Week is there
to give parents the opportunity for children to
understand and encourage these lifesaving skills
as well as learn the dangers of swimming alone,”
Laurie said.

Learning to swim is a lifesaving skill every child
should develop, and Learn2Swim Week is back
again in 2018 to help spread this message to more
parents.
In its fifth year now, the initiative is making good
traction with research from thousands of last year’s
participants showing 60% of parents committed
to ongoing swimming lessons for their children.
Held this year from 2 October – 9 October 2018, it
is hoped more than 400 swim schools will support
the initiative to provide free swimming lessons to
children under five and remind everyone about the
importance of water safety!
John O’Brien, CEO of Poolwerx, the pool service
company driving the campaign, said ultimately
the goal was to achieve zero drownings in children
under five.
“Children aged 0-4 years are at the highest risk
for both fatal and non-fatal drownings and for
every five children admitted to hospital following
immersion, one will be left with potentially severe
or persisting brain impairment,” he said.
“We know the ability to swim is one of the most
important factors in reducing the risk of childhood
drowning, so we need to introduce more kids to
water familiarisation and swimming lessons as
early as possible.”

“Poolwerx research showed a large majority of
parents feel they can’t afford swimming lessons
for their child. This is a worry but we’re tackling
this by continuing to seek support for Learn2Swim
Week. The more swim schools involved the bigger
the impact on reducing drowning statistics by
teaching vital water safety skills that just might
save a life.
“We’re still losing too many of our kids to drownings.
It is still the number one cause of death in children
under five – even one death is one too many so we
implore swim schools to get on board.”

Any swim schools interested in joining the
Learn2Swim Week 2018 crusade
register your details at:
http://learn2swimweek.com/register-your-pool/

BECOME A SWIM AUSTRALIATM
SWIM TEACHER

Swimming & Water Safety
Babies & Toddlers
Indigenous Aquatics
CPR First Aid

Would you like to share some of the
joy that many others are already
experiencing in their work?
Take the first step and enrol in one of the Australian
Swimming Coaches and Teachers Association’s
(ASCTA) nationally recognised and internationally
acclaimed Swim AustraliaTM Teacher accredited
training courses. Choose to enrol in any of the three
entry level courses to get started on an exciting new
career.
A Swim AustraliaTM Teacher has the competence
and knowledge to teach swimming and water
safety to independent learners in groups of varying
sizes. Successful students of this course will gain a
Statement of Attainment with the competencies
required to deliver GST free, water related personal
safety and survival lessons.
The most popular course is the Swim AustraliaTM
Teacher. Swim AustraliaTM Teacher accreditation
is also a prerequisite for those wishing to gain
specialised accreditations.
A Swim AustraliaTM Teacher of Babies and Toddlers
(B&T) has the competence and knowledge to teach
water familiarisation and basic swimming and water
safety to caregivers and their dependent learners.
A Swim AustraliaTM Teacher of Competitive Swimming
(CS) has the competence to deliver basic swimming

Learners with Disability
Adolescents & Adults
Competitive Swimming
Pool Lifeguard

squad sessions that develop the swimming technique
of novice swimmers – this is generally defined as
swimmers who are recent “Learn to Swim” graduates
and are in the likes of a “mini squad” (usually around
10 years and under) and still acquiring the skills
needed to transition into competition.
This course is endorsed by the peak sporting body
in Australia for swimming, Swimming Australia,
as an entry level course of the swimming coaching
accreditation pathway.
All entry level courses feature a best practice blended
delivery technique. You will be provided with an
online login enabling you to undertake self-paced
theory study. The theory features text with colour
photos, videos and graphs for each unit of study.
Upon completion of each unit, a series of randomised
questions will be asked.
As your confidence and ability grows, you will
progressively become more involved in the
lesson delivery until a competency assessment
determines you are at the required standard to work
independently.
How long this can take is determined by your skills,
knowledge and abilities (nominal 30 hours).
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ALL CHILDREN
MUST LEARN TO SWIM
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Ken Wallace, OAM

Dawn Fraser, AO, MBE ,AC
Freestyle Olympic Champion
Swim Australia Ambassador

Bub Hub is one of Australia’s most comprehensive online directories for pregnancy, baby
and toddler services with local information for parents anywhere in Australia.
Find Swim Australia on Bub Hub:
www.bubhub.com.au/directory/listing.php?id=5297-swimming-lessons-swim-australia

YOUR SWIM SCHOOL DETAILS

PO Box 158 Beerwah Qld 4519
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